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ABSTRACT

Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) is considered to be a promising technique 
against the multipath fading channel for wireless communications. However, OFDM faces the Peak-to-
Average Power Ratio (PAPR) problem that is a major drawback of multicarrier transmission system 
which leads to power inefficiency in RF section of the transmitter. This paper present three different 
PAPR reduction techniques and comparison of these techniques. Both techniques for different 
parameter have also been simulated.

Keywords: Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM), Peak-to-Average Power Ratio 
(PAPR), Power Amplifiers (PAs), Selected Mapping (SLM), Complementary Cumulative Distribution 
Function (CCDF).

1. INTRODUCTION

Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) technology is one of the most attractive 
candidates for fourth generation (4G) wireless communication. At the same time, it also increases 
system capacity so as to provide a reliable transmission [1]. OFDM uses the principles of Frequency 
Division Multiplexing (FDM) [2] but in much more controlled manner, allowing an improved spectral 
efficiency [1]. The basic principle of OFDM is to split a high-rate data stream into a number of lower 
rate streams that are transmitted simultaneously over a number of subcarriers. These subcarriers are 
overlapped with each other. Because the symbol duration increases for lower rate parallel subcarriers, 
the relative amount of dispersion in time caused by multipath delay spread is decreased. Inter-symbol 
interference (ISI) is eliminated almost completely by introducing a guard time in every OFDM 
symbol. OFDM faces several challenges. Therefore, reducing the PAPR is of practical interest. Many 
PAPR reduction methods have been proposed. Some methods are designed based on employing 
redundancy, such as coding [4], [5], selective mapping with explicit or implicit side information [6], 
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[3], or tone reservation [10]. An apparent effect of using redundancy for PAPR reduction is the 
reduced transmission rate. PAPR reduction may also be achieved by using extended signal 
constellation, such as tone injection [10], or multi-amplitude CPM. The associated drawback is the 
increased power and implementation complexity. A simple PAPR reduction method can be achieved 
by clipping the time-domain OFDM signal. In this work, we focuses on clipping, selected mapping 
and partial transmit sequence for reducing PAPR in OFDM systems and simulate these techniques.
Under different parameters. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, some 
basics definition about PAPR is given. Section 3, describes PAPR reducing techniques. In Section 4 
Comparison of clipping, selected mapping and partial transmit algorithm, Conclusions are given in 
section 5.

2. PAPR OF A MULTICARRIER SIGNAL

Let the data block of length N is represented by a vector X=[X0, X1, X2..., XN-1]
T Duration of any 

symbol XK in the set X is T and represents one of the sub- carriers {fn, n=0, 1, 2 ….N-1}. Set As the N 

sub – carriers chosen to transmit the signal are orthogonal to each other, so we can have fn=nΔf where 

nΔf=1/NT and NT is the duration of the OFDM data block X. The complex data block for the OFDM 

signal to be transmitted is given by 

X (t) = 
ଵ

√ேσ ܺ݊.݁ଶగ∆ேିଵ
ୀ � for 0 to NT                                     (1)

The PAPR of the transmitted signal is defined as 

PAPR = ୫ୟ୶బರ౪ರొ�ሾଡ଼ሺ୲ሻሿమ
భ
ొ� ሾଡ଼ሺ୲ሻሿమొ

బ �ୢ୲
� (2) Reducing the max |x(t)| is 

the principle goal of PARP reduction techniques. Since, discrete- time signals are dealt with in most 

systems, many PAPR techniques are implemented to deal with amplitudes of various samples of x(t). 

Due to symbol spaced output in the first equation we find some of the peaks missing which can be 

compensated by oversampling the equation by some factor to give the true PAPR value.

3. PAPR REDUCTION TECHNIQUES

PAPR reduction techniques vary according to the needs of the system and are dependent on various 

factors. PAPR reduction capacity, increase in power in transmit signal, loss in data rate, which are 

taken into account before adopting a PAPR reduction technique of the system. The PAPR reduction 

techniques on which we would work upon and compare in our later stages are as follows: 

· AMPLITUDE CLIPPING
The simplest approach for reducing the PAPR of OFDM signals is clipping, But this technique comes 
under the distortion based category. In this technique, A threshold value of the amplitude is set in this 
case to limit the peak envelope of the input signal. Signal having values higher than this pre-determined 
value are clipped and the rest are allowed to pass through un-disturbed

B(x) =൜ ۂܺہ���ܺ ≤ ܣ
ۂݔہ∅(௫)݁ܣ ≥ ܣ

� (3) Where, 

B(x) = the amplitude value after clipping, X = the initial signal value, A = the threshold set by the user 

for clipping the signal. The problem in this case is that due to amplitude clipping distortion is observed 

in the system which can be viewed as another source of noise. This distortion falls in both in – band 

and out – of – band. Filtering cannot be implemented to reduce the in – band distortion and an error 

performance degradation is observed here. On the other hand spectral efficiency is hampered by out –

of – band radiation. Out – of – band radiation can be reduced by filtering after clipping but this may 
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result in some peak re – growth. A repeated filtering and clipping operation can be implemented to 

solve this problem. The desired amplitude level is only achieved after several iteration of this process.

Figure 1.-block diagram of amplitude clipping[3]

· PTS scheme

The block diagram of the PTS scheme is shown in Figure 2. As shown in Figure 2, PTS scheme 

involves transmitting only a part of the data of varying sub-carrier with low PAPR, which covers all the 

information to be sent in the signal as a whole. 

Figure 2: Block diagram of PTS scheme for reducing PAPR in OFDM system.[4]

In PTS scheme Figure 2, input data block X is partitioned into M disjoint sub-blocks in a manner that 

each sub-block is given by 

ܺ = ൣܺ,,ܺ,ଵ , … ,ܺ,ேିଵ൧
்݉ = 1,2, … ܯ, (4)

and, σ ܺ =ெ
ୀଵ ܺ Those sub-blocks are combined to minimize PAPR in time domain. The Inverse 

Discrete Fourier Transform of length NL is performed on each block to obtained the L times 
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oversampled time domain signal of��ܺ,݉ = 1,2, … .ܯ, These time domain signals ܺare then 

concatenated with (L-1) N zeroes. These are called the Partial Transmit Sequences. The complex phase 

factors (Figure 3.3) given byܾ = ݁ఏ ,݉ = 1,2, …  are introduced to combine the partial transmit ,ܯ,

sequences. Finally, the set of these complex phase factors is denoted by ܾ = ሾ ଵܾ , ଶܾ , … ,ܾሿ்.The time 

domain signal after combining all the partial transmit sequences by the use of the complex phase 

factors is given by

ܺ ′ሺܾሻ =  ܾ
ெ

ୀଵ
.ܺ

(5)

Whereܺᇱሺܾሻ = [ܺᇱ
ሺܾሻ,ܺᇱ

ଵሺܾሻ, … ,ܺᇱ
ேିଵሺܾሻ]்.

· SLM for reducing PAPR
The block diagram of SLM technique for reducing PAPR is shown in Figure 3. In this approach, it is 
assumed that M OFDM symbols carry the same information and that these are statistically independent 
of each other. In this case, the probability of PAPR greater than z is equal to the product of each 
independent signal and can be written as 

ܲሺܴܲܲܣ௪ > ሻݖ = (ܲሺܴܲܲܣ௪ > ሻ)ெݖ = ((1 − expሺ−ݖሻ)ே)ெ (6)

In SLM method, shown in Figure 3, firstly M statistically independent sequences which represent the 
same information are generated, and next, the resulting M statistically independent data blocksܵ �=
[ܵ, , ܵ,ଵ , … , ܵ,ேିଵ]்,�m=1,2,…,M are then forwarded into IFFT operation simultaneously. Finally, 
at the receiving end, OFDM symbols ݔ �= ଵݔ] , ଶݔ , … , ்[ேݔ in discrete time-domain are acquired, and 
then the PAPR of these M vectors are calculated separately.

·
Figure 3: Basic principle of SLM technique for reducing PAPR.[7]

·
The sequences ݔௗ with the smallest PAPR will be elected for final serial transmission. The SLM 

method has been proven to significantly improve the PAPR performance of OFDM system. It is the 

data blocks ܵ �= [ܵ, , ܵ,ଵ , … ,ܵ,ேିଵ]்,�m=1, 2… statistical independent. Assuming, that for a 

single OFDM symbol, the CCDF probability of PAPR larger than a threshold is equals to p. Then, the 

general probability of PAPR larger than a threshold for k OFDM symbols can be expressed as pk. This 

illustrates that the new probability obtained by SLM algorithm is much smaller compared to the 

original. The key point of selected mapping method lies in how to generate multiple OFDM signals 

when the information is same. For this purpose, firstly different pseudo-random sequences ܲ �=
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[ܲ, , ܲ,ଵ ,… ,ܲ,ேିଵ]்,�m=1,2,…,M, are defined; where ܲ, = ݁ఝ, and stands for the rotation 

factor. ܲ,is also known as the weighting factor and ߮, is uniformly distributed in [0 2π]. The N

different sub-carriers are modulated with these vectors respectively so as to generate candidate OFDM 

signals. This process can also be seen as performing dot product operation on a data block ܺ with 

rotation factor ܲ. In practice, all the elements of phase sequence ଵܲ are set to 1 so as to make this 

branch sequence the original signal. The symbols in branch m can be expressed as 

ܵ = [ܺ ܲ,,� ଵܺ ܲ,ଵ,….,ܺேିଵܲ,ேିଵ]், ݉ = 1,2, … ܯ, (7)

These M OFDM frames are then transformed from frequency domain to time domain by performing 

IFFT calculation. The entire process can be mathematically expressed as 

ሻݐሺݔ = 1
ξܰ

ܺ
ேିଵ


ܲ,.݁ଶగ∆௧, 0 ≤ ݕ ≤ ܰܶ,݉ = 1,2, … ܯ,

(8)

Finally, the one which possess the smallest PAPR value is selected for transmission. Its mathematical 

expression is given as 

ௗݔ = (ݔ)ܴܲܣܲ)ଵஸஸெ݊݅݉݃ݎܽ (9)

Where, argmin (.) represents the argument with minimum value. At the receiver, in order to correctly 

demodulate the received signal, it is necessary to know which sequence is linked to the smallest PAPR 

among M different candidates after performing the dot product. Thus, the receiver is required to learn 

information about selected phase vector sequence and ensure that the vector sequence is received 

correctly. An intuitive approach is to select the whole sequence of branch number m as side 

information transmitted to the receiving end. However in practice, the process does not necessarily 

require the delivery of the entire vector sequence. It can be realized by sending the route number of the 

vector sequence instead. This is only possible when the receiving end is able to restore the random 

phase sequence by means of look-up table or any other method. As the side information plays a vital 

role for signal restoration at the receiver, channel coding is used to guarantee a reliable transmission. 

Once channel coding technique is adopted during the data transmission process, sending of any 

additional side information is not required. In this way, all possible routes are detected at the receiving 

end from which the most likely one is chosen as the optimum. 

4. RESULTS & DISCUSSION 

To evaluate the performance of the proposed PAPR reduction method, extensive simulations have been 

performed in MATLAB. To do the PAPR analysis of the proposed PAPR reduction method based, data 

is generated randomly and then modulated by M-QAM (where M = 4, 16, 64). The order of FFT and 

IFFT is taken as 64. The results obtained are shown in Figures 4 to 11.
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Figure4: Frequency domain representation Figure5: OFDM carrier phase in degrees

Figure6: OFDM signal for one symbol period Figure7: OFDM signal in time

Figure8: Plot OFDM signal in spectrum Figure9: Amplitude clipping technique
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Figure10:calculate PAPR of original OFDM

Figure11: Plot of different PAPR reduction technique

5. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we have focused on clipping, selected mapping and partial transmit sequence for reducing 

PAPR in OFDM systems and simulated these techniques. At the end, these three schemes are compared 

under the same conditions. It is found from the results that PTS method provides a better PAPR 

reduction performance compared to SLM and clipping method. However, the transmitter and receiver 

complexity is very high. Thus in practical applications, a tradeoff needs to be made between good 

performance and auxiliary information. SLM algorithm is found more suitable if system can tolerate 
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more redundant information; otherwise, PTS algorithm is more acceptable when complexity becomes 

the first considering factor. This research will continue in directions Firstly, PAPR reduction concepts 

will be expanded for distortion less transmission and identifying the best alternatives in terms of

increase in performance Secondly, PAPR reduction technique will be developed for low data rate loss 

and efficient use of channel.
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